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BITLOCITY Independent Associate must adhere to all the Companies Policies and Procedures 
when utilizing any social media platform, including but not limited to the external website 
policies that are outlined in the BITLOCITY Policies and Procedures. 
 
BITLOCITY Independent Associates must act with integrity and align with the values and 
Policies, and Procedures of BITLOCITY. Independent Associates may utilize marketing content 
created, approved, and distributed by BITLOCITY.  
These materials may include photos, audio, and marketing videos. Any marketing materials 
created by Independent Associates must be approved BITLOCITY.   
 

 As an Independent Associate of BITLOCITY, you agree to represent yourself 
truthfully, including adequately identifying yourself with your real name and 
information along with clearly associating yourself as a BITLOCITY Independent 
Associate. 

 Independent Associates agree to use all tools within each social media platform truthfully 
and accurately.  

     All content must represent the Independent Associates and BITLOCITY in a 
positive light. Independent Associate's responsibility is to ensure their content is 
correct if an individual viewing the content should fact-check the information. 

 Independent Associates are not allowed to make untrue, misleading, deceitful, or 
any earnings/income claims. These include but are not limited to making 
deceptive claims about the BITLOCITY business opportunity, its compensation 
plan, the performance of products and services, and false statements about 
yourself as an Independent Associate's personal information and credentials.  

 An Independent Associate's prohibit the use of offensive language or content. 
 Independent Associates are not allowed to use the Company logo on their 

personal photos. They may only use photos, graphics, or images approved and 
provided by BITLOCITY with the Company logo. 

 Independent Associates cannot create their own website to recruit BITLOCITY 
Independent Associates or promote and sell BITLOCITY products, services, or 
educational information. They must use the provided replicated website from 
BITLOCITY. 

 
 
Suppose the Independent Associate's business is canceled/terminated for any reason or becomes 
inactive. In that case, they must deactivate their BITLOCITY social media profile and pages that 
promote BITLOCITY's products, which includes removing previously posted content. 
 


